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Abstract

Under specific conditions, the sequential growth of Au and Pb on Si(111) results in a

huge modification of the surface structure which neither Au/Si nor Pb/Si growths pro-

voke separately. Initially atomically flat 7x7 Si(111) substrate breaks into a terraced-

hill structure containing up to 10 atomic terraces of a typical width 10-50 nm. Terraces

are covered by a dense monolayer of Pb (nominal coverage 1.2 to 1.33 ML); their step

edges are decorated by double rows of Au atoms. This opens a route for constructing

superconducting Josephson devices on atomic scale.

Keywords: Lead, gold, silicon, monolayer, surface relaxation and reconstruction,

surface structure, morphology, roughness and topography, scanning tunneling

microscopy, Gundlach oscillation

1. Introduction

A very rich collection of ground states was discovered in single atomic metal lay-

ers at the surface of semiconductors, such as Mott transition [1, 2], Charge and Spin

Density Waves[3], ordered magnetic phases[4, 5], 1D-physics[6], superconductivity[7,

8, 9]. These orders, often competing, are only recently accessible with states-of-the-art5

computations, and there are major discrepancies between experiments and theory for

many systems. Single layers of metal atoms on semiconductors with strong spin-orbit
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interactions (e.g.[10, 11]) are also good candidates for Topological Mott Insulators[12]

if they are combined to strong correlations. Remarkably, the phenomenon of su-

perconductivity, evidenced in 2010 in single dense atomic layers of Pb/Si(111), was10

completely unexpected from the theoretical point of view[7]. Recent experiments on

Pb/Si(111) show that the superconductivity develops at the very interface of Pb and Si

and is not directly related to the superconducting nature of Pb bulk material[9].

Therefore, there is a current interest in understanding the parameters driving the

emergence of new ordered phases in single layers of metals on silicon. It would open15

the way towards electronic-phase engineering, and make possible to disentangle the

effects of superconductivity, electron-electron correlations and spin-orbit interactions.

To this end, it can be anticipated that ordered alloys at the surface of silicon based on

various alloying of chemical elements can yield new phases. For example, monolay-

ers of Pb/Si(111) are known to produce superconductivity[7, 9] and some Au/Si(111)20

reconstructions[13] show strong Rashba spin-orbit interactions. It is rational to try to

mix these properties in an alloy which could benefit of both properties. In this context

we present a structural study of successive depositions of Au and Pb in the monolayer

range on the surface of Si(111).

2. Experimental details25

Samples were prepared under ultra-high vacuum (base pressure 1.10−10 mbar) be-

fore their in-situ studies in the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) held at 1.3K. At

this temperature Pb, Au and Si atoms diffusion is frozen. Bias voltage refers to the

sample voltage with respect to the STM tip.

Before Au deposition the silicon surface was prepared by repeated direct current30

heating cycles consisting of flashes at 1150 ◦C. The last flashes were followed by slow

cooling through the 7× 7 reconstruction phase transition (3K per second). The prepa-

ration procedure was repeated until the silicon sample was exhibiting large terraces

of 7 × 7 reconstruction with an antiphase chevron pattern for neighboring step edges.

Sequential and simultaneous Pb and Au depositions were achieved. We obtained the35

results presented here when performing Au followed by Pb deposition. Gold was de-
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posited by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) at a rate of 0.2 ML per minute on the silicon

substrate held at room temperature (RT). The samples were post-annealed 2 minutes

at 580 ◦C by means of radiative heating. 5 × 2 crystallographic order was checked

by LEED and STM. The 5 × 2 reconstruction was found to cover the full surface at40

nominal coverage of around 0.6 ML Au on Si(111). Pb deposition was performed by

MBE on the 5 × 2 Au surface held at RT and then annealed at 420 ◦C by means of

radiative heating. This temperature was already reported for inducing a slow evapo-

ration of Pb from the surface and the production of well-organized reconstructions of

Pb/Si(111)[14]. This temperature is too low for bulk migration or evaporation of Au45

atoms[15]. Depending on the Pb coverage and annealing time we obtained various

structures which are detailed in the following.

3. results and discussion

5× 2 Au/Si(111) patterned surface as a template. The 5× 2 reconstructed Au/Si(111)

surface was used as a template for further growth of a Pb dense monolayer. 5 × 250

Au/Si(111) is composed of parallel chains of gold atoms siting on the silicon surface

separated by gaps of naked silicon[16, 17, 18, 19, 20] which produce the peculiar to-

pography pattern presented figure1. It has been proposed that Si adatoms are expelled

form the substrate when the reconstruction takes place. One can expect a concentration

of Si adatoms variation from 0.025 to 0.05 ML[21, 22, 23]. These adatoms occupy55

randomly a given adsorption site on top of the Au atomic chains[21, 22]. It is still

unclear if the Si adatoms play a role for the stabilization of the structure but we have

also observed the presence of these adatoms, as visible in the inset of figure 1. For

low coverage the surface shows already domains of 5 × 2 Au/Si(111) separated by

clean 7 × 7 Si(111) regions as we show in figure 1 for 0.25 ML of Au. Our sample60

preparation parameters yield the nucleation of the 5 × 2 at the top edge of the steps

and domain propagation at the upper part of the terraces. The 5 × 2 domains show 3

orientations and are well faceted. They also appear to be elongated in one direction.

Far from the step edges (>50 nm), some 5 × 2 domains also nucleate. In between

the 5 × 2 domains bare silicon 7 × 7 reconstruction was seen to remain intact. We65
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have found that the full coverage of the surface occurs for 0.5 to 0.6 ML in agreement

with previous experimental works[16, 17, 18]. The fully covered surface shows defects

presented figure 2 which are important for the following Pb growth. The orientational

domains are seen to be elongated in the direction of the Au chains. For our deposition

parameters, the domains are of around 150 × 50 nm2 in agreement with the distance70

between reconstruction nucleus found in figure 1. The orientation of the domains are

not related to step edge orientation. The domain boundaries can be decorated by an

accumulation of atomic defects probably composed of an excess of Si or Au adatoms

at twin boundaries. Phase slips or stacking faults are seen at boundaries of neighboring

domains of same orientation. The excess of Si adatoms can coalesce into silicon islands75

which are then covered by the 5 × 2 reconstruction. Some of these islands nucleate at

step edges on the bottom terrace and form protrusions. The protrusions are seen to

be smaller than the typical domains lying on the original silicon terraces. As the step

edges are not anymore as regular as the bare silicon ones and exhibit protrusions, we

can conclude that the underlying silicon terraces can be remodeled by Au adsorption.80

Short annealing of Pb-Au on silicon : the ”leopard” domains. Before we analyze

the deposition of Pb on Au/Si(111) let’s consider the case of pure Pb on Si(111).

Pb/Si(111) is known to be capable to accept extremely large variation of stress, the

atomic density of Pb can vary of more than a factor of 4 from the dilute to the ultra-

compact dense phase locally showing structural buckling. In between, the well estab-85

lished phases corresponding to the α −
√
3 ×
√
3 R30 ◦, with a coverage ratio (θ) of

1
3 ML and β −

√
3 ×
√
3 R30 ◦ with a coverage of 4

3 ML, Pb/Si(111) shows at least

15 macroscopically developed crystallographic phases[24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,

32, 33, 14] which vary one from the other of less than a percent of a ML, this phe-

nomenon is know as the devil’s staircase[34]. Various phases with very similar Pb90

density (corresponding to nominal coverage of 1.20 to 4
3ML of pure Pb) were found

on the surface of our samples (see below). These phases, i.e. stripe (SIC), hexago-

nal (HIC) incommensurate and linear phases[35] have been found metallic and even

superconducting[7, 8, 9] at 1K.

The deposition of 1.1 ML of Pb on 5×2-Au/Si(111) followed by a post annealing at95
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420 ◦C for 2 minutes produced the sample shown in figure 3. Two kinds of domains are

visible, the first one appearing darker in the topography image occupies approximately

70% of the surface and is composed of Pb-SIC phase. The other one covers around 30%

of the surface and corresponds to less organized patches connected to step edges. The

latter domains are referred here as ”leopard domains”. When the step edges are faceted100

they are decorated by a sharp bright lines. It seems that the surface kept the memory

of the 5× 2-Au domains since the sample shows similar domain boundaries with lines

of accumulated defects. Some vacancy islands nucleate at these reminiscent domain

boundaries which are used as pit-holes for Si extraction as shown in the following.

The atomically resolved image presented in figure 4 confirms the presence of SIC-105

Pb domains. In contrast, the crystallographic ordering of the leopard domains is not

well-defined although short distance ordering exists. Terrace height corresponds to the

distance between successive Si(111) planes in agreement with the monolayer nature

of Pb and leopard domains standing on a silicon plane. The bright lines at step edges

appear to be composed of 2 rows. The width of each row, approximately 1.75 nm, may110

indicate that each row are composed of more than line of one atoms. The appearing

height of these lines is different than the one of Si and Pb atoms; it will be referred as

”double rows” in the following. This step termination seems to be very well connected

to the leopard domains (see profiles in figure 4). Moreover the height of the leopard

domains is very similar to the one of the double rows at step edges. This last point115

is in agreement with a growth of the double-row at the upper step edge. The new

phase does not seem to have a long-range order and, for Pb on silicon, neither such a

phase was observed nor any step termination of this kind. figure 5 shows an interesting

configuration. A silicon island covered by the leopard domains appears at the center

of the image. The double-row of atoms is under construction at the upper part of the120

step where the Pb-SIC order in the lower terrace is not perturbed, indicating that the Pb

atoms in the vicinity of the step edge are not involved in the growth of the double-row

but only the atoms of the leopard domains. The growth of the double rows is seen

to be accompanied with the faceting of the islands which are irregular elsewhere. In

figure 5, it is also shown that the double rows can protrude from the terraces leaving125

the Pb covered terrace irregular as undetermined adatoms start to accumulate around
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this protrusion. Such double rows were not evidenced in pure Pb/Si(111) samples.

For all these reasons and since these features were not observed previously in

Pb/Si(111) systems, we attribute the double rows to Au chains with single or most

probably double layer thickness at step edges. As a corollary, leopard domains consist130

of Au-rich phase possibly alloyed with Pb and Si. The total density of the metal atoms

deposited at surface is surprising because it is much higher than the one of Pb observed

phases and Au 5 monolayers. This disagreement is understood when analyzing SEM

images of the surface, shown in figure 7 where micronic and submicronic nanocrystals

are seen to lye on the Pb-Au/Si(111) flat surface indicating that the excess of Au and135

Pb atoms can be stocked in 3D nanocrystals of pure or mixed chemical composition.

Decorated dense Pb phases. A longer annealing at 420 ◦C (≈ 15 minutes) yields a

very corrugated but perfectly ordered surfaces, see figure 6. The following discussion

is also valid for larger deposited amount of Pb (we have made experiments with up

to 5 ML). The terraces are fully covered by coexisting HIC, SIC and linear phases of140

Pb/Si(111). Each step edge is decorated by the double rows of Au atoms. On the

topographic image of figure 6, which is relevant for almost all the surface (see the

discussion of the SEM image bellow), one can count at least 10 different atomic levels

on a surface of 150 × 150 nm2 whereas the average distance between two successive

steps for the silicon substrate before deposition was estimated to be of the order of145

120 nm with a dominant downward slope with positive X direction. So, the silicon

underlying step structure has been deeply and completely remodeled by the deposition.

This is in agreement with figure 5 where the double rows formation produces faceted

step edges and where vacancy islands are observed.

A mapping of 93×93 Z(V) spectra was used for determining the surface electronic150

homogeneity liked to the chemical composition of the area presented in figure 8, where

typical surface structures are found, including a Pb nanocrystal used as a reference (Pb

composition was established by measuring the STS superconducting gap in conduc-

tance spectra not shown here). The result of dZ(V )
dV

∣∣∣
I

spectra over various regions is

presented in figure 8b) and c). These spectra show well pronounced Gundlach[36] os-155

cillations which are the consequence of resonant tunneling conductance between the
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tip and the surface in the field effect regime through the vacuum levels in the barrier.

The characteristic voltages oscillations are dependent on the density of states of the

surface and also to the tunneling barrier shape. Any effect of the local variation of

the work function and/or of the dielectric constant yields strong modification of the160

the conductance and so of the spectra. As a result any spatial distribution of the total

charge density, electrostatic potential or electron affinity (in a more chemical picture)

at atomic scale which bends the potential barrier at the surface involves a modification

of the Gundlach osciations[37]. So, the experiment tells us first, if we put aside the

Pb nanocrystal and the double rows at step edge, that the surface is terminated by a165

similar structure of the same chemical elements( i.e no Pb-Au alloy on the terrace),

as expected for the homogeneity of the Pb covered terraces. The homogeneity of the

Gundlach oscillations tells us also that the coupling of the wave functions of the bulks

states of the sample and the vacuum states inside the STM junction is everywhere on

the reconstructed terraces the same. This last observation rules out the hypothesis of170

different Pb thicknesses in the sample. So our sample consists of dense Pb monolayers

decorated Au double rows lying on a very corrugated silicon substrate. It means that

the presence of Au in the system produces a deep reorganization of the substrate and

the growth of terraced-hill like pyramids of Si.

4. Conclusion175

In conclusion we have shown that the growth of Pb on 5× 2 Au/Si(111) induces a

strong reorganization of the silicon substrate and a demixing of Pb and Au. Pb recovers

the terraces and organizes in hexagonal, stripe incommensurate and linear phases where

gold builds double rows of atoms at step edges. We suggest that the gold decoration of

step edges is enough energetically favorable for being the driving force of the pyramid180

creation since it was shown that Au covering is able to expel silicon adatoms from

the substrate and also that the double rows are shown to facet the terraces. Once the

balance between the line energy at step edges, the surface energy of the Pb covered

terraces and the elastic energy is reach the excess of Au and Pb atoms is stocked in big

nanocrystals. This growth mechanism is shown to stabilize a Pb density of the order185
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of 1.2 to 1.33 ML where Pb/Si(111) is superconducting at low temperature[7, 8, 9]. In

this context, the Au decorated steps could behave as atomically controlled Josephson

junctions useful for further device fabrication.
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Figure 1: Au/Si(111): incomplete coeverage by 5x2 reconstruction. Topography image, 1000× 1000 nm2,

(Vstab = 1.0V and Istab = 10 pA) showing in a same step a bright reconstruction (7× 7) and a dark ones

(5 × 2). Inset: atomic resolution of a 5 × 2 domain showing Si adatoms adatoms on top of the Au rows.

Image size: 10× 10 nm2. Vstab = 1.0V and Istab = 90 pA).
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Figure 2: Scanning tunneling topography image of 5× 2 Au/Si(111) at nominal coverage. The reconstruc-

tion orientation does not cross the step edges. The reminiscent silicon step can be recognized (dashed purple

lines). Three orientational domains (oriented along red double-arrows) are separated by anti-phase (1) and

twin (2) boundaries. The reconstruction produces a segregation of an excess of Si adatoms that are pushed

at the domain boundaries (3) or redistributed in islands and protrusions of well organized islands (4 and 5).

inset zoom on the region marked by a square. Vstab = 1.0V and Istab = 10 pA. Size 300× 300 nm2.
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Figure 3: STM topography image of Pb deposited on Au/Si(111): Pb domains (dark) and leopard domains

(bright) are coexisting on the surface. Image size: 500× 500 nm2. Vstab = 1.0V and Istab = 5 pA
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Figure 4: Pb deposition on 5× 2 Au/Si(111) after short annealing. a) Topography image. 100× 100 nm2.

The images shows that the surface corresponds to a patchwork of leopard domains and Pb domains. Some

step edges are faceted and decorated by bright lines. An arrow points to one of the many vacancy islands

nucleating at domain boundaries of the Pb and leopard domains. The dashed square corresponds to the

zoomed image presented in b). b) An arrow show location of the profile presented in c). In b) atomic

resolution image showing the presence of Pb incommensurate phase, and double rows of atoms connected

to the leopard phase. Individual atoms cannot be resolved in the double rows. c) topography profile showing

that the step height separating to Pb covered terraces corresponds to the silicon lattice parameter and that the

leopard phase has the same height than the step decoration. Vstab = 1.0V and Istab = 10 pA.
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Figure 5: STM topography image showing the frozen double rows formation mechanism. The arrow points

to double rows can protruding from the upper terrace. Image size: 80 × 80 nm2. Vstab = 1.0V and

Istab = 10 pA.
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Figure 6: Pb+Au/Si(111): topography image of the decorated SIC phase 150 × 150 nm2 Vstab = 1.4V

and Istab = 50 pA, inset: zoom 16× 16nm2

Figure 7: Pb+Au/Si(111): Scanning Electron Microscope image showing the presence of micronic crystals

with triangular and hexagonal shapes.
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Figure 8: Metastable pyramidal strucutre of Pb-Au/Si(111). a) Topography image showing Pb covered

terraces decorated by double rows of Au atoms. A Pb nanocrystal lye at the corner of the image delimited

by a dashed red line. Image size: 340 × 340nm2. Vstab = 1.0V and Istab = 50 pA. The arrow shows

the spatial distribution of the spectra presented in (d) b) and c) dZ(V )
dV

∣∣∣
I

at 4.3 V and 6.6 V respectively

showing the homogeneity of the chemical nature of Pb terraces, step edges and of the Pb nanocrystal. d)

and e) dZ(V )
dV

∣∣∣
I

spectra showing Gundlach Oscillations. d) dZ(V )
dV

∣∣∣
I

spectra performed regularly taken

along the arrow in figure a). Four spectra labeled (1) were taken on the lower terrace covered by Pb. Three

Spectra labeled (2) were taken on the upper terrace covered by Pb. Spectrum labeled (3) corresponds to the

decoration of the step edge by Au. Spectra (1) and (2) are almost identical indicating that successive Pb

covered terraces have homogenous chemical properties. e) Averaged dZ(V )
dV

∣∣∣
I

spectrum taken on the Pb

nanocrystal (1) and averaged spectrum over all Pb covered terraces (2).
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